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ABSTRACT
Patient records constitute the bulk of the medical records of almost all the health care centers all over the world; The existing system of medical record keeping used in FUW Clinic is predominantly paper-based and it is associated with problems such as misplacedment of patients’ record, unnecessary duplication of patients’ record as well as lack of effective back up facilities. In an attempt to address the problems associated with paper-based medical record, this project aimed at automating the whole processes by designing a web-based application to minimize the cost of procuring stationery materials needed for paper-based record keeping and enhancing the integrity and security of the patients’ medical records. The proposed system uses the following security tools to prevent unauthorized users from gaining access to the system resources: The sign up module, the security measure employed on the sign up module to ensure that no unauthorized person is allowed to create a user account is that when a user clicks on the sign up button a prompt will be displayed asking the user to enter a One Time PIN (OTP) which is only obtainable from the appropriate authorities of the clinic. Another security tool used is the encryption of user’s password on the login tables using the MD5 encryption function, once a user submits a new user account details during the sign up processes, the user’s password will be posted to the login table in an encrypted format. To achieve these objectives, the technologies used in the development of this automated system were: HTML, CSS, Javascript and PHP as the Scripting languages, MySQL as the database engine. The system grants different users privileges based on their statutory functions in the clinic which allow the clinical staff (users) the view and perform actions strictly within the domain of their official duties.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The patient medical record is a detailed account of patient’s health and disease after he/she has sought medical help from a health care center; usually, the notes in the record are made by nurses, laboratory technicians or the physicians. The patient’s record contains findings, considerations, test results and treatment information related to the disease that the patient might be suffering from. Medical records are usually kept confidential in an attempt to protect the patient’s privacy.

Presently the medical record facilities at the Federal University Wukari (FUW) clinic involve the use of a paper-based patient folder that contains all the relevant medical data about a particular patient; the manual or paper based record management system is associated with problems which include but not limited to inefficiency, inaccuracy, time consumption, inconveniency, laborious and sluggish. It is against this background that the need for automating the existing manual systems arises [1].

The Electronic Medical Record (EMR) management system may contain some elements of paper record for example, in the event that a doctor wanted to refer a patient to another clinic or a hospital, the diagnostic information and clinical notes needs to be printed or handwriting on a paper and then sent to the new doctor to be involved for further analysis and examination. In the present era of globalization and advancement in information and communication technology, the need for efficient record keeping increases because of its importance in decision making which makes life better for man; health they say is wealth, therefore there is a need for improving the quality of healthcare delivery. In a recent study on design and implementation of hospital management system, [2] pointed out that, the advancement in technology and globalization remains an active ingredient that enhances the quality of healthcare delivery provided by medical institutions as a result of improvement in the quality of medical services rendered by the various medical institutions all over the world.

The emergence of computer technology has affected the medical institutions, like most other industries all over the world. The application of computers on the delivery of health care services has become a common place practice. In some cases, it involves applying certain technologies to convert the existing paper documents into an electronic format. In others, it is a transition towards the use of the EMR. The EMR is designed to replace the paper record as the primary format of record keeping in the various healthcare centers across the globe [3].
1.1 Statement of the Problem

The under-listed points constitute the major problems of the existing medical record system in FUW clinic as identified by this project:

i. Inefficiency of the existing System: The use of paper for keeping all the medical records of the clinic have reduced the efficiency of the existing system for example, various changes to medical records like staff details are difficult to make as paper work is involved [4].

ii. Insecurity of data: The patient folders and medical cards used for record keeping is easily exposed to unauthorized users; which can easily get vital patient’s information from the clinic because the patient folder which contains a patient’s medical records are just kept on the shelf in a file cabinet without any security lock [5,2].

iii. Time consuming: By using medical cards, considerable amount of times are wasted when the medical cards needs to pass from the nurse to the doctor and then to pharmacy for drug collection; also, some of the clinic staff needs to spend sometimes to organize the medical cards from time to time [4].

iv. Lack of effective back up facilities: lack of effective back up facilities for data could lead to loss of the entire information that is kept in the clinic, in the event of disaster [6].

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The major advantage of adopting the electronic-based patient records is its vast possibility of strengthening the linkage between the clinical records on one hand and management information system on the other hand so that resources used and quality of medical services rendered can be analyzed using clinical data. Directors and top administrative officers of medical institutions like other industries tends to benefit from the automation of their organizational record keeping; because such records can serve as an effective tool for managerial decision making [5]. A recent study by [7] indicated that medical records are confidential information kept for each patient by health care professionals or organizations that contains the patient’s personal details such as name, residential address, and date of birth, a summary of the patient’s medical history and documentation of each event including symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment; it also contains a report of the results of a medical examination of a patient.

2.1 Overview of Paper-based Medical Record Systems

Many of the clinical notes and management information that flow within clinics are predominantly paper-based. Using paper-based record management system is not very reliable. This is based on the fact that papers can damage easily and cannot be kept for a very long period of time. There could be issues of data anomaly because data errors are not easy to be detected. Furthermore the use of paper-based medical record system can be seen as a yesterday’s technique or obsolete technique as far as medical records is concerned because of the availability of new technology as well as improvement in technology that are widely employed in medical settings all over the world [8].

Presently, the FUW clinic like many other clinics still keep her medical record manually, one notable technique used is outpatient medical card. Medical cards are a printed card which comprises brief patient information, the date for each visit to the clinic, diagnosis, clinical notes and treatment for each diagnosis. A medical card will be generated by the nurse or a receptionist when the patient first visits a clinic. Usually patient will be asked by the nurse/receptionist to supply some vital and personal information like the nature of patient’s problem, how long the patient has been suffering from the problem (sickness) in question, occupation of the patient, phone number, and residential address are to be manually written on the medical card during the registration. After that the medical card will be passed to the doctor to write down the diagnosis and treatment after the doctor has diagnosed the patient and passed it back to the dispensary or pharmacy. The pharmacist will prepare the medicine based on the prescription written on the medical card. Finally, after getting their medicine, the patient will leave. The medical card is mainly used for recording the diagnosis and treatment that have been done on the patient [9].

2.2 Review of Web-based and Electronic Medical Record Management Systems

A recent study by [10] demonstrated that nowadays, in our day to day activities everything around us is going for digitization. The emergence of web application domains have helped to minimize and reduce the real-world problem. The electronic health records offer the medical institutions and organizations the possibility to improve the management of their patient’s medical records. Most of the healthcare software development organizations work in isolation from the healthcare providers which leads to complications and confusions with regard to correctness and interoperability among different healthcare systems. The term interoperability refers to the way in which different subsystems access and use the data reliably and quickly from various sources without the occurrence of errors. The interoperability among the healthcare information systems enables these systems to communicate with each other in order to share information, improving its high availability. For example, a user whose computer system runs on a Unix operating system and another user whose computer is running on the Windows operating system can all access the web-based system regardless of the differences in hardware design.

A recent study conducted by [11] defines an electronic medical record as a digital version of a traditional paper-based medical record of a patient; an electronic medical record system can be implemented as desktop based application, mobile based or web-based depending on the end user’s requirement. The Electronic Medical Record can be designed to work with computer systems (both laptops and desktops); it can also be designed to work with the handheld mobile devices such as the Android devices. The use of electronic medical record system minimizes the amount of physical storage space required for storing patient and staff records, and they also allow the patient records to be shared by the staff of the various departments of the clinic and administrative officers without physically transporting the records because they are readily accessible at any time from the clinic’s database using computer devices. Time and distance being the major barriers to the retrieval of information from the clinic’s medical record in the case of paper-based medical record has been addressed by the introduction and implementation of web-based version of the EMR.

A recent study by [12] on Hospital Information Systems in Nigeria reveals that the methods used in collection,
processing, and storage of patient information that helps in administering clinical treatment to patient dates back to the origin of medicine. The technique used in the collection of patients’ records and the ways in which this information is used and subsequently stored for future references has continued to evolve from regular paper note takings to electronic hospital information systems. The electronic hospital or clinical record system makes use of the computer technology to record and store patient’s record on dedicate web servers instead of the traditional paper record keeping system.

The increasing demand for well-structured and accessible patient data, in accordance with development in computer science has triggered a great interest in the development of electronic patient record. Computers have the potential to improve legibility, accessibility and structure of the patient’s record. The performance of healthcare system can be improved greatly with the use of computers and modern information technology. The healthcare system and medical institutions in the developing and third world countries like Bangladesh, India, Myanmar, and Nigeria among others did not fully utilize the power of computers, process automation, and information technology yet. In those countries, the medical services did not completely integrate computers and information technology into their day to day activities [13]. The computer-based medical record minimizes the amount of physical storage space required for storing patient and staff records, and they also allow the records to be shared by the staff of the various departments of the clinic and administrative officers without physically transporting the records because they are readily accessible at any time from the clinic’s website (proposed system). Time and distance being the major barriers to the retrieval of information from the clinic’s medical record (paper-based record) has been addressed by the introduction and implementation of a computerized medical record system.

2.3 Benefits of Web-based Medical Record systems

A recent research conducted by [14] noted that over the years, there have been issues concerning fast and easy hospital management that ranges from managing healthcare quality improvement, compliance record keeping and documentation, workflow and analytics, and patient status management functionality which is aimed at improving the services rendered to patients that visit the hospital, there is need for application that addresses the administrative needs of healthcare practices, ambulatory surgery centers, surgical hospitals and clinics; the application that can address all the needs mentioned above is usually developed using computer technologies based on the fact that computers have improved the accuracy, speed and reliability of many of the administrative and technical tasks traditionally involved in patient care besides improving the services offered to patients. [14] also opined that Web-based hospital management information systems (a variant of the secured web-based medical record management system developed by this project) contain strategic decision support systems and clinical record keeping and documentation systems. Some of the clinical support systems include Laboratory Information Systems (LIS), Radiology Information Systems (RIS), Computerized Order Entry (COE) and Pharmacy Information Systems (PIS).

The increased usage of telecommunication facilities like desktop computers and laptop computer systems in medical industry and the development of hospital information systems improve workflow and increase patients’ access to health care; it also makes consultation and timely treatments of patients easier because it increases the productivity of the medical personnel [12, 16]. According to [17], computer technologies assists doctors, nurses and other role players in the health care industries do their jobs more quickly and very accurately. In hospitals and clinics nowadays, computers keep track of patient’s records, maintain appointment and schedule operations, place an order for supplies of hospital and clinical equipment and drugs. The health related data for a particular patient are stored using computers as it offers an excellent means of data storage with optimum efficiency and data security; the points above leads to a need for the design and implementation of a secured web-based medical record management system in Federal University Wukari clinic.

A recent study by [6] stressed that the design and implementation of online outpatient database system provides a facility for online data storage, online updating of data as well as online data retrieval. This system makes a commitment toward very limited use of paper work and also helps the Doctors and other staff of the clinic to discharge their duties faster and more accurate. This system stores all the patient data, staff data and other related medical records electronically with minimal amount of paper usage; information can be retrieved very easily without physically searching the various registers from the various departments of the clinic.

Modern information technology is being increasingly used in the healthcare sector with the sole objective of enhancing the availability of improved medical services at a reduced cost. High quality healthcare depends on extensive and carefully planned information processing. The current development of cloud computing in the healthcare context will have a big impact on the healthcare sector [15]. The proposed system will offer all the benefits listed above with regard to information storage, retrieval and updating as well as increasing the speed and efficiency of clinicians in discharging their duties in FUW clinic.

2.4 Review of Security Issues in Web-based Medical Record Systems

Security and privacy are two important issues in the protection of health information. The aim is to keep the medical privacy of confidential information about the patient. Privacy must be protected in the business of medical information technology systems. The concept of security in a medical setting is a very sensitive issue because of the confidential nature of medical records. Encryption technique is well defined to offer appropriate solutions of protection for privacy and security of patient health records [18]. The term security as used in the context of this project work connotes the measures taken as a precaution against theft or unauthorized users. It can also be regarded as actions taken to prevent unauthorized users from gaining access to FUW clinic medical records. Security is a term that describes the state of being free from risk or danger. The need for safety is fundamental to human existence and this applies to almost all the sphere of human life. Even though the purpose of a network is to share resources, an unfortunate side effect emerging from the rapidly growing usage of a network of computer devices is that the safety of our personal information stored and/or transferred on such devices is at risk. The more the world becomes connected (Either through the intranet that is internal to an organization or global connection using the internet), the more security becomes an issue. However, because of the high level of confidentiality of medical records, coupled with an effort to maintain patients'
privacy and data security, computerized medical records need to be securely transmitted through networks. Most patients feel that their health information should be kept private and protected from unauthorized users. Over the years, security concerns for electronic medical records have been on the increase; hence a few possible techniques that can be built into EMR systems in order to improve the level of security and limit unauthorized accesses may include the following:

i. Use of access control tools like passwords
ii. Use of Personal Identification Numbers (PIN) during a user account creation
iii. Encrypting the stored clinical information according to [19].

The tools identified above have been widely used in securing a reasonable number of web applications across the globe. According to [18] the security threats to health records can be classified under three headings: (1) human threats, such as from hackers. (2) Natural and environmental disasters, such as flood, earthquakes, hurricanes and fires; and (3) Technology failures such as computer system crashes. A disaster recovery planning can protect a health record that is a series of steps to restore and protect the information technology infrastructure in the event of a disaster. Paying attention to cyber security can prevent hacker’s attack through internet. A healthcare organization can maintain the security of its medical records by adopting the appropriate Cyber security standards which enables them to practice safe security techniques to stop cyber-attack.

2.5 Review Summary and Research Gap
Having reviewed some scholarly articles and project works that are relevant to medical records at both Paper-based and electronic based levels, the need for electronic medical record management systems and security issues in electronic medical record systems, this project has come up with the following issues that have not been addressed properly by the reviewed articles:

i. In respect to concurrent access to medical records by the clinicians, some of the papers reviewed in this project ended up in developing a single user desktop application for their project, which can only be operated by a single user at a time and does not support a concurrent access to medical data of any given medical institution. In an effort to provide a system that offers a concurrent access to medical records, this project work is determined to develop a distributed web-based application that can be accessed concurrently by multiple users at the same time.

ii. None of the papers reviewed in this project have taken the testing of the software developed into consideration, on the contrary this project have taken an in depth coverage of software testing.

3. METHODOLOGY
Methodology refers to the description of methods chosen to achieve the objectives of the proposed system; these methods are made up of controlled procedures and activities for generating a set of models that describe various aspects of a software system under development. The iterative software models have been adopted in this project. This project was developed using the combination of the under-listed scripting languages, software application and hardware components which are mostly suited for the development of similar software product like the secured web-based medical records management system. These tools includes: - HTML, CSS and JavaScript (for front end application design), MySQL as the database engine (back end database storage) and PHP for the operational logic. The following hardware components are used in the development of this project: Intel Pentium IV processor, 4 GB of RAM, 20GB of hard disk space, Keyboard, LCD monitor and Mouse

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the discussion of results achieved in this project. Some of the achievement made in the proposed system is the inclusion of the update patient profile module. This module enables an instant updating of a patient’s basic bio-data information. Another achievement is the inclusion of the update staff profile module; this module enables the medical director to edit and update staff profile.

4.1 Username and Password Authentication
Using the Login Module
This is the login page through which the administrator, doctors and specific users with valid login credentials can be granted access clinic forms. The login page will be displayed automatically when a user clicks on the login button. This form enables the user to submit their login credentials into the system; on submission of correct login credentials, a user will be granted access to the system resources but when the login credentials are incorrect, the user is denied access to the system resources. A password reset option is also made available on the login form but it is strictly meant for staff password resetting. The result of username and password authentication using the login form is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: System login page
4.2 Patient Profile Module
The patient bio-data records can be added by patients themselves or by the staff of the health records unit of the clinic. For a patient to upload his/her bio-data records, the patient has to sign up to create his/her user account. The new patient profile form contains the patient’s basic bio-data information as shown in figure 2.

![Figure 2: Implementation of the New Patient Profile Form](image)

4.3 Doctors’ Module
This is the page that will be displayed when a user logs in to the system as a doctor. This page grants a medical doctor an access to some list of activities such as adding inpatient consultation records, adding outpatient consultation records, adding inpatient treatment records, adding outpatient treatment records, and adding death records. This module also enables the doctors to view the various records stored on the clinic database by the medical doctors. The doctors’ module is shown in figure 3.

![Figure 3: Screen shoot of the Doctors’ module](image)

4.4 Implementation of the Nurse Module
The nurse module is the page that will be displayed when a staff logs in to the system as a nurse. This form gives a nurse an access to add some records into the database and also to view the records stored on the database from the nursing station of the clinic. The screen shoot of the nurse module is shown in figure 4.
4.5 Implementation of the add Death Record form
This is the page that enables the medical doctors to add, store and view death records. The add death record form automatically loads once a medical doctor clicks on the add death record button. This form is used for saving or storing the death records into the death records table on the database. The implementation of the add death record form is shown in figure 5.

4.6 Implementation of the Secured Encrypted Users Password on the Login Tables.
The login tables of the proposed system is implemented in such a way that once a new user has created a user account by signing up, the login credentials will be posted to the appropriate login table with the user’s password encrypted. The encryption of a user’s password is aimed at ensuring the security of a user’s account; this is shown in the figure 6.

5. SUMMARY
As far as this research project is concerned, patient records constitute the bulk of the medical records of all the health care centers all over the world; to this effect, medical records refer to the confidential information kept for each patient by health care professionals or organizations that contains the patient’s personal details such as name, residential address, and date of birth, a summary of the patient’s medical history and documentation of each event including symptoms, diagnosis, treatment and outcome; it also contains a report of the results of a medical examination of a patient.
5.1 Suggestions for Further Work (Future Enhancements)
In order to improve the proposed system in the future, it can be enhanced by including more features like doctor’s appointment module, clinical inventory module and billing system that will be used in computing the cost of drugs ordered. The inclusion of such features into the proposed system will provide for more patient satisfaction and yield higher productivity of the health care workers.

5.1 Recommendations
Having seen the usefulness of the proposed project titled secured Web-based medical record management system to the Federal University Wukari clinic; I recommend the following to the clinic as stipulated below:
- The record keeping of the clinic should be completely automated.
- The staff of the various departments of the clinic should be adequately trained on how to use the proposed system.
- Appropriate policy guidelines should be formulated that will protect the privacy and security of patients' information.

5.2 Conclusion
Computing devices like the laptop computers and desktop computers has become one of the common means of accessing medical information within and outside the clinical settings. Special caution should be taken while using the computing devices for retrieval of the confidential medical records of a patient from the clinic’s database by maintaining the security of Patients’ medical records; this is achieved by restricting the access to a patient’s medical data such that only authorized users can access the patient’s records. The problem of manually searching the shelves of a file cabinet in order to locate a patient record has been addressed in this project by designing a secured web-based medical record management system.
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